
Expenditure Approval Procedures 

 

We begin this module with a basic statement.   "All expenditures of CAP funds require written approval."   

This is true regardless of the amount or the purpose of the expenditure.   CAPR 173-1, paragraph 6i is 

the reference for this requirement.    

 

Expenditure approval must be in one of three specific forms.  

• Written approval by a designee established in a wing financial management procedure or a list of unit 

authorized approvers  

• Through Sertifi  

• By a recurring expense financial management procedure  

All expenditures must be supported by documentation such as invoices, bills, receipts, etc that not only 

validates the expenditure amount but also verifies the expenditure is allowable by CAP guidelines.   

Expenditure approval authorities must review the supporting documentation prior to granting their 

approval.  

 

The listing of approval designees in a financial management procedure should include the types of 

expenditures they may approve and the amount limit they are authorized to approve.   For example, "Lt 

Col John Jones, Wing Director of Communications, is authorized to approve communication equipment 

expenditures up to and including $1,000."   No individual at the wing level should be granted approval 

authority for amounts exceeding $1,500.   No individual at the unit level should be granted approval 

authority for amounts exceeding $500.   Those are the thresholds requiring finance committee approval.  

 

Approval using Sertifi is a convenient approval method that quickly puts the supporting documentation 

of the expenditure to be approved into the hands of the appropriate individuals.   Sertifi not only allows 

for a quick approval turn around but provides an excellent paper trail for the approval process.   All 

wings have access to Sertifi.   Approval using Sertifi is required for all expenditures in excess of $1,500 

and for all credit card statement payments.   Also note that CAPR 173-1, paragraph 9a(5) requires wing-

level expenditures in excess of $1,500 to be approved using Sertifi prior to obligating the funds.   This 

requirement addresses individual expenditures in excess of $1,500.   It is not required for payments in 

excess of $1,500 for multiple individual expenditures less than $1,500 that are paid for with a single 

check.  

 



A recurring expense financial management procedure is a convenient and excellent approval method for 

expenditures that fit the definition of recurring expenses.   A recurring expense authorization is an 

ongoing approval and allows for payment of designated expenditures without additional approval.   

Recurring expense authorizations are functions of wing and unit finance committees.   Recurring 

expenses  

• Must be a routine monthly expense not exceeding $1,500 at the wing level or $500 at the unit level  

• Limited to monthly utility bills, facility cleaning bills, landscaping bills, telephone bills, internet usage 

fees, postage meter rental fees, monthly copier maintenance fees, and facility (hangar, tie-down, 

repeater, storage) rent  

WFAs select an expenditure sample for review during wing visits, mainly looking for three things during 

this review: 1) adequate supporting documentation in the form of an invoice, bill, receipt, etc.; 2) 

appropriate approvals; and 3) view the cleared check image from the bank to verify payees and to 

ensure signatory requirements have been met.   Wing members conducting Internal Financial Reviews 

should apply these same procedures to their expenditure sample.  


